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Abstract
The findings of the TMI-2 post-accident analyses indicated that internal cooling
mechanisms may have a considerable potential to sustain the vessel integrity after a
relocation of core material to the lower plenum, provided that water is continuously
available in the RPV. Numerous analytical and experimental research activities are
currently underway in this respect. This paper illustrates some major findings of the
experimental work on internal cooling mechanisms and describes the limitations and the
uncertainties in the simulation of the heat transfer processes. Reference is made especially
to the joint German DEBRIS/RPV research program, which encompasses the experimental
investigation of the thermal-hydraulics in gaps, of the heat transfer within a particulate
debris bed, and of the high temperature performance of vessel steel, as well as the
development of simulation models for the heat transfer in the lower head and the structural
response of the RPV. In particular, the results of uncertainty and sensitivity analyses are
presented, which have been carried out at GRS using an integral model that describes the
major phenomena governing the long-term integrity of the reactor vessel. The investigation
of a large-scale relocation indicated that the verification of a gap cooling mechanism as an
inherent mechanism is questionable in terms of a stringent probabilistic uncertainty
criterion, as long as the formation of a large molten pool cannot be excluded.
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1. Introduction
The concept of arresting the progression of a core melt accident in a light water reactor inside the reactor

pressure vessel (RPV) has been acknowledged as an attractive accident management strategy, since the ex-vessel
progression and the consequential phenomena threatening the containment integrity are naturally excluded. The
strategy to cool the reactor vessel externally through the flooding of the reactor cavity has been investigated for
the Loviisa NPP in Finland and in the frame of the AP600 concept and has proved to be a viable option for low
power density, medium size reactors. Recently, the findings of the TMI-2 post-accident analyses have indicated
that internal cooling mechanisms may also have a considerable potential to sustain the vessel integrity after a
relocation of core material to the lower plenum, provided that water is continuously available in the RPV [1,2].
This fact opens a new and complementary approach to present severe accident management strategies, which
could provide additional safety margins and further improve the balance of the defence-in-depth concept.

It has been suggested that the rapid cooling mechanism observed in the TMI-2 Vessel Investigation Project
was caused by thermal-plastic deformations of the vessel wall and/or deformations of the oxidic crust which
allowed water to penetrate into the expanding gap and to cool down the lower head. [3]. In subsequent analyses
at GRS, this mechanism has been simulated using the thermal-hydraulic code ATHLET [4]. Thereby, the molten
corium was represented through a simplified lumped parameter model. The two-phase gap flow was simulated by
an one-dimensional channel flow. The calculations confirmed that a relatively small flow rate of 0.2 kg/s through
the gap is capable of reproducing the thermal response of the TMI-2 reactor vessel during the accident.
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2. Key issues of the heat transfer from a debris bed in the lower plenum

2.1. Issues from the TMI-2 post-accident analyses

About 20 tons of core material were obviously coolable in the TMI-2 reactor vessel lower plenum and, as
mentioned before, the rapid cooling of the vessel was probably caused by water ingression between the oxidic
crust of the core material and the vessel wall. However, the TMI accident proceeded along a very specific
sequence and the relocated corium mass was relatively small. Thus, the TMI-2 accident cannot be considered
representative of core melt progression in PWRs and the questions arise, which initial configurations can
generally occur in the lower plenum after a relocation of core material and if it is possible to cool these
configurations through internal mechanisms, provided water is available in the RPV. In particular, could the gap
cooling serve as an inherent mechanism to prevent vessel failure if a molten pool formed and led to a thermal
attack on the vessel? And if not, is it possible to promote internal cooling mechanisms by special devices? These
are the fundamental questions that should be considered and evaluated in view of new accident management
strategies.

2.2. Issues from core melt progression in a LWR

The initial configuration of the core debris in the lower head is still one of the paramount unknowns in the
,,late phase" of a severe accident (Fig. 1). This phase follows the initial separation of the metallic and ceramic
core materials and is characterised by the loss of the rod-like core geometry. Regarding core melt progression in
the late phase we can principally distinguish between two bounding sequences, a ,,wet core" and a ,,dry core"
situation. In the wet core situation it is presumed that the core water level gradually boils down so that water still
exists in the bottom of the core at the time that the core melt progression begins. This heat sink encourages the
formation of metallic blockages in the lower part of the core from the resolidification of draining core materials.
The wet core situation is considered to be more credible for PWRs. The TMI-2 accident proceeded along this
melt progression pathway.

The separation of metallic and ceramic components is followed by the formation of a fuel debris region, the
evolution of the fuel debris bed into a molten pool, and the migration of the peripheral crust of the molten pool
towards the boundaries of the core until crust failure and the release of molten core material to the lower plenum
occurs. Numerous fuel damage experiments beginning with intact fuel rods have demonstrated the separation of
metallic and ceramic phases, but have also shown varying degrees of rubblization of the oxidic upper test bundle
fuel rod remnants. The PBF 1-4 test [5], the LOFT-FP-2 [6] early phase fuel degradation experiments, and most
recently the PHEBUS FPT-0 test all showed evidence of the formation of fuel debris and of subsequent melt pool
formation towards the end of these tests.

The dry core situation is expected to occur predominantly in boiling water reactors after a rapid
depressurisation, resulting in a water level that is entirely below the core prior to the beginning of core damage.
Under these conditions the draining metallic core materials might form temporary blockages in the core region
that later re-melt and partially drain out of the core region so that a continuous blockage cannot form. This
mechanism has been observed in the XR2-1 out-of-pile experiments [7]. However, it remains open whether the
tendency of the metallic material to drain from the core region applies also to the ceramic fuel. If the lower core
region is sufficiently damaged and thermally loaded by the draining metals and the overlying fuel debris, then the
formation of a molten pool in the core, as was observed in TMI-2 might not occur, and instead, fuel material may
fall gradually into the lower plenum through openings in the lower core-plate region. These two different
pathways produce very different characteristics for the melt released from the core to the lower plenum, the
former resulting in a rather coherent relocation of core melt, the latter more like a gradual process.

Several issues arise from the core melt progression. The first one is related to the relocation process itself, i.e. the
matter of melt quenching in case of a coherent relocation, the degree of jet break-up, and the resulting
configuration in the lower head. Again, two bounding cases can be distinguished, on the one hand a pure melt
pool, which could occur after a coherent relocation if the bulk of the melt arrives on the lower head in a molten
state, on the other hand a pure particle bed after a complete fragmentation of the melt jet or as a result of a
gradual melt relocation. Between them a large variety of intermediate states is also possible owing to a limited
break-up of the melt jet or to multiple relocations. Moreover, the possibility that metallic components will
segregate from an oxidic melt leading to a stratified melt configuration has to be taken into account. Less
attention has been paid to the dry core melt progression scenarios in this respect. It is not yet clear if the entire
core can relocate to the lower plenum in a fluid-like manner through openings in the core plate, if blockages of
the core plate might retain the fuel, and in what way the core plate will finally fail.
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The other issues are associated with the debris configuration in the lower head. If a particulate bed or a
particulate layer forms, the matter of dryout will be of prime importance, since dryout provides the prerequisite
for the formation of a molten pool. In case of a molten pool the heat transfer from the pool, the matter of the
effectiveness of the gap cooling mechanism, and the mode and time of the RP V failure come to the fore. These
issues have been addressed in various international research programs as can be seen in table 1.

CoreUneovety

Cladding Oxidation

Formation of Eutectic
Malts

Melting and Relocation of
Metallic Components

Freezing, Ram elting and
DraninQof Mefall. C a m

Heat Transfer
from Molten Pool

RPV Failure
Mechanism

Gap Cooling
Mechanism

Particle Bed/
Layer Dryout

Fig. 1: Major issues from core melt progression in a light water reactor

Table 1: Relevant current experimental programmes on debris-vessel interaction

In-Vessel Corium
Quenching

FARO (JRC-lspra,
EC)

ALPHA (JAERI,
Japan)

Heat Transfer from
a Molten Pool

RASPLAV(RRC-
Kl, Russia)

COPO2 (Finland)

SIMECO (KTH,
Sweden)

BALI (CEA,
France)

ACOPO, (UCSB,
USA)

Particle Bed Heat
Transfer

Debris/RPV-
Program (IKE,
TUM)

Gap Cooling
Mechanism

ALPHA (JAERI,
Japan)

SONATA-IV
(KAERI, South-
Korea)

EPRI/FAI (USA)

Debris/RPV-
Program (TUM,
Siemens)

RPV Failure
Mechanism

LHF (SNL, USA)

FOREVER (KTH,
Sweden)

CORVIS (PSI,
Switzerland)

3. Some major findings of current experimental research
Large uncertainties still exist regarding the nature of fuel material transfer from the core region to the lower

plenum. The mass of material that is released to the lower plenum and its configuration is of major importance in
determining the future course of the accident. The TMI-2 VIP analyses concerning the stability of the melt jet
during the relocation indicated that the break-up was relatively insignificant. Moreover, the estimation of the
dryout heat flux of a particle bed corresponding to the total mass that drained to the TMI-2 lower head reveals
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that dryout cannot be expected. Thus, 35 to 50% of the relocated core material must have arrived on the lower
head in a molten state.

The research on corium quenching and fragmentation is associated with the programs on fuel-coolant
interactions. The FARO-LWR tests, for instance, have been designed to provide data on the integral corium melt
jet/water mixing and quenching behaviour [8, 9]. Another objective is to examine the debris and pool formation
from a pour of core materials (80%UO2, 20%ZrO2 and 77%UO2, 19%ZrO2, 4%Zr) into a pool of water at
prototypic accident conditions. Tests performed with quantities of up to 150 kg at high pressure showed that,
except for the test with Zr metal in the melt, the melt reached the bottom only partially fragmented (50-85%). The
debris bed was made of a cake in contact with the vessel and overlaying particles (mean size: 3.5-4.8 mm),
similar to the TMI-2 hard layer and loose debris. A gap formed between the cake and the bottom plate and the
cake surface showed a channelling structure. The CCM (Corium-coolant mixing) tests using a corium of 60%
UO2, 16% ZrO2, and 24% SSt indicated that a debris bed of substantially quenched and solidified particles was
formed on the vessel bottom. Only one test with a multi-jet geometry led to a reagglomeration of the melt,
indicating very limited quench and solidification during the jet fall stage [10].

The quench experiments in the frame of the ALPHA program using 30 and 50 kg of A12O3 showed that a gap
of 1 to 2 mm formed between the solidified A12O3 layer and the hemispherical test vessel. The surface on the
bottom of the solidified A12O3 was smooth with several hollows, channels and crevices. Water penetrated into the
gap and cooled down the vessel wall with a heat transfer rate up to 600 kW/m2 [11]. In the similar LAVA tests
using 30 and 40 kg Al2O3/Fe or A12O3 thermite melt they also observed the formation of a gap at the interface
between debris crust and test vessel. This gap affected the initial heat-up of the vessel but couldn't ensure the
cooling of the vessel wall. A significantly rapid temperature reduction probably due to water ingression occurred
only in the A12O3 test, but not with a Al2O3/Fe melt [12].

The Siemens experiments focused on the critical heat flux in a gap between debris crust and RPV [13]. A
spherical heating element served as a mock-up of the molten pool and had been installed in a pressure vessel. The
distance between the heating element and the test wall was varied during the tests over a wide range. Very large
variations of the surface temperature could be observed in these gap cooling tests. The pressure difference
measurements also indicated the occurrence of oscillations with a period of 25 to 30 s for gaps below a critical
gap width. The variations started at a minimum value of the heat flux which rose with increasing gap width. If
local dryout occurred on the heating surface it became rewetted after a few seconds as long as the critical heat
flux was not reached. The critical heat fluxes were comparatively large even for small gap widths. The heat flux,
for instance, that occurred during the TMI-2 accident could be removed with a gap width of 1 mm.

The thermal loads imposed on the RPV lower head by a molten corium pool were the focus of various
research programs in the past. The COPO experiments, for instance, provided data for the heat flux as a function
of the azimuthal angle for a half-scale two-dimensional slice representing the lower head of a VVER-440 reactor.
The BALI facility is a full-scale slice geometry representation of a French PWR lower head. More recently, the
mini-ACOPO and ACOPO tests were performed at the UCSB using a three-dimensional hemispherical model
and employing a transient cool-down technique to obtain data on the heat fluxes imposed on the vessel wall by a
heat generating fluid [19]. All these experiments have used water as test fluid. Most uncertainties are introduced
by the non-prototypicalities in the experiments. These are for example the use of simulant fluids, differences in
boundary conditions compared with a prototypic melt pool, differences in the mode of heat generation and/or
heating uniformities, and differences in geometry (e.g. 2D, scaling). It is interesting to note that the more recent
simulant experiments employing very high values of the modified Rayleigh (Ra') number (the characteristic
number for natural convection in a heat-generating fluid) reproduced the data obtained much earlier by German
investigators in a lower Ra' number range [17, 18].

The OECD-RASPLAV project which started in 1994 attempts to remove one major non-prototypicality in the
molten pool experiments, i.e. the use of simulant fluids. 200 kg of a prototypic melt, i.e. a mixture of
UO2/ZrO2/Zr, is employed in the large-scale tests. This also ensures that a prototypical melt chemistry is
represented in the melt pool and possible effects of melt chemistry on molten pool convection can be observed. A
set of accompanying experiments is also carried out including tests with binary and ternary salts, property
measurements, and supporting small scale tests (5-20 kg). The objective of the salt tests was to perform tests at a
higher Ra' number range than in the corium experiments and to address some non-prototypicalities due to
boundary conditions and heating technique. One major finding of the first phase of the RASPLAV project was
the observation of a melt segregation in the melt pool, that was a function of the melt composition and thus the
melt chemistry. This segregation led to a lighter upper layer of ZrO2/Zr rich corium and a heavier lower layer
which contained in consequence a greater mass fraction of UO2. This segregation indicates that the convection
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pattern of a prototypical melt pool could be more complicated than that observed in tests with simulant fluids
[14].

The particle bed dryout leads to a re-melting of the quenched debris and consequential heat loads on the
lower head. Several studies on heat transfer from liquid-saturated porous media have been performed in the past.
These studies mainly investigated the post-accident heat removal in early liquid metal cooled reactors and the
coolability of a degraded core in light water reactors. Most of these investigations focused on the onset of dryout
conditions rather than the two-phase heat transfer. Dryout is considered here in a simplified manner as a purely
hydrodynamic process and determined by a countercurrent flow limitation of the two-phase flow. Most of the
available models are one-dimensional in nature and the description of the relative permeabilities is based on
empirical correlations. While these models are reasonably validated for one-dimensional, steady-state tests with
defined conditions, large uncertainties exist in the prediction of more complicated physical situations. These
issues have been addressed in the experiments at the Technische Universita't Munchen (TUM) and at the Institut
fur Kernenergetik of the Technische Universitat Stuttgart. The experiments at TUM, employing a two-
dimensional particle bed with an inclined bottom, indicated, for instance, that the dryout heat flux was several
times higher than predicted by one-dimensional models, pointing to a large over-conservatism [15].

The above mentioned experiments at Siemens, TUM, and IKE are part of a joint German research program,
which is funded by the BMBF and addresses some major issues of in-vessel melt retention. This program started
in 1995 in consequence of the findings of the TMI-2 Vessel Investigation Project. Besides the investigation of the
thermal-hydraulics in gaps and the heat transfer phenomena within a particulate debris bed, the joint program
encompasses the investigation of the high temperature performance of vessel steel being performed at the
Staatliche Materialpriifungsanstalt (MPA) and the development of a module for the severe accident code
ATHLET-CD at GRS.

Integral Model for the Long-
term Coolability of a Debris-
Bed (AIDA)

2D FE-Model for Lower Crust,

Fig. 2: Analytical work at GRS - Current modelling approach for the interaction between debris and RPV

4. Analytical work performed at GRS

4.1. Modelling approach
The objective of the analytical work performed at GRS is to develop a simulation model for the heat transfer

mechanisms in the lower head and for the structural response of the reactor vessel after a relocation of core
material. The considered debris configuration, i.e. a melt pool with overlying particle bed, is based on the
conclusions of the TMI-2 VIP. Presently, two models are employed, first the AIDA module (Analysis of the
Interaction between Core Debris and the RPV during Severe Accidents) which is being developed for the SA
code ATHLET-CD, and secondly the Finite Element model HEAT2D for the gap cooling and the heat
conduction in the crust and the wall (Fig. 2). AIDA is an integral model that encompasses the major physical
phenomena governing the long-term integrity of the RPV [16].

4.2. Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analyses

The discussion about validation strategies for severe accident codes gains increasing importance. If these
codes shall be employed in the regulation process there will be the need to demonstrate an adequate degree of
validation of the models and to understand sufficiently the uncertainties and their impact on safety relevant code
results. For that reason, detailed uncertainty and sensitivity analyses have been carried out with the AIDA code at
a comparatively early stage of model development, providing valuable insights in the sensitivity of safety relevant
parameters to the various interrelated physical phenomena and processes in the lower head. They also helped to
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understand the shortcomings in current modelling, to improve the robustness of the models, and, in particular, to
identify the main points for allocating research resources.

The AIDA model depends on various uncertain parameters such as initial and boundary conditions (e.g. melt
mass, decay heat, initial melt temperature), different heat transfer modes, thermal-physical properties, and other
model parameters (e.g. contact resistance, crust porosity), as well as the numerical scheme. The uncertainty and
sensitivity analyses were performed with the GRS software system SUSA which supports the probabilistic
modelling of parameter uncertainties. SUSA offers Simple Random Sampling and Latin Hypercube Sampling,
derives distribution-free quantile estimates as well as statistical tolerance limits and performs statistical tests of
distribution hypotheses and fitting of distributions to data. A choice of over 15 sensitivity measures is available
for single- and continuous-value model output.

Two scenarios were taken as an example. The first one is the TMI-2 situation without the gap cooling
mechanism, the second case is a high Ra'-number scenario with a ,,dry" melt-vessel interaction and an external
cooling of the RPV. For both cases a simple random sample of size 100 was drawn from a joint subjective
probability distribution. The AIDA code was run for each of the 100 parameter vectors yielding a subjective
probability distribution for each of the reference output values.

4.2.1. Application to the TMI-2 Accident

Main characteristics of the TMI-2 accident were the high pressure in the RCS and the continuous availability
of water in the lower plenum during the accident. The melt which drained into the lower head was principally
oxidic. Its mass was relatively small leading to a shallow melt pool and a Ra' number range of 1012-10lj. A list
of 27 important uncertain parameters as well as their probability density functions was specified making use of
the TMI-2 VIP results. They include 9 initial and boundary conditions, 10 thermal-physical properties, 2
parameters for the heat transfer correlations in the melt pool, 1 parameter for the peaking of the downwards heat
flux in the pool, 1 parameter for the numerical solution algorithm (minimum accuracy criterion), and 4 other
model parameters. The specification of the mixture properties was considered to be more transparent than a
variation of the corium composition because of the uncertainties in the methods used to derive the mixture
properties. The upper and minimum lower crust thickness, the mean heat flux from the crust to the wall and the
maximum mean temperature in the wall were taken as reference output values.

4.2.2. Application to a high Ra'-number scenario with dry melt-vessel interaction

Due to the specific sequence of the TMI-2 accident a second more prototypic scenario leading to major
relocation and a high Ra'-range has been investigated. The initial conditions of this a priori calculation are
principally stochastic but they are interpreted as deterministic quantities with respective subjective probability
distributions. They cover necessarily a broader range than in the previous scenario and it has to be observed that
they are not strictly independent. The initial and boundary conditions as well as the configuration in the lower
head are orientated to an AP600-like situation, i.e. the lower head is almost completely filled with an oxidic pool
(Ra'=10l5-1015), which is not covered by water. The pressure vessel is cooled by external flooding. A possible
metallic layer on top of the oxide pool was not considered in this analysis. A list of 23 uncertain parameters has
been defined for this case similar to the previous scenario. A major problem is still the composition of the core
melt, in particular the matter to what degree the melt could contain metallic constituents. The approach here to
capturing this effect was to specify three different corium compositions, of which two are purely oxidic in nature
(92%UO2/8%ZrO2 and 78%UO2/22%ZrO2) with a probability of 40 % each. The third composition (probability
20 %) had a small metallic share (80%UO2/12%ZrO2/8%Zr) leading to a solidus-liquidus range of about 600 K.
The uncertainties in the thermal-physical properties were considered by shifting factors.

4.2.3. Results

Regarding the TMI-2 (low Ra' number) scenario with a purely oxidic melt and the continuous presence of
water in the lower plenum, it emerged that the uncertainties of the code predictions are comparatively small
except for the crust thickness. Figure 3 shows as an example the scattering of the time histories of the average
heat flux from the melt to the wall as well as the empirical correlation ratio as sensitivity measure over the
considered period of time, i.e. up to 60 min after melt relocation. The large variation of the crust thickness is
mainly due to the heat transfer coefficient for the lower hemispherical boundary of the melt pool and the
uncertainties of the thermal conductivity of the resolidified corium. The influence of the other thermal-physical
properties was insignificant. The impact of the heat transfer coefficient is in all likelihood a result of the differing
correlations for partially filled pools. The formation of an overlying wetted particulate debris bed had a minor
effect on the thermal behaviour of the RPV.
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Fig. 3: TMI-2 scenario: Uncertainties and sensitivities of the code results - Example: Average heat flux melt-
RPV

In the AP600 (high Ra'-number) scenario with a dry melt-vessel interaction and an external cooling of the
RPV the code predictions necessarily exhibited a stronger variation, but they are within reasonable bounds.
Figure 4 shows as an example the residual wall thickness1 vs. time and angle and the two-sided 95/95% tolerance
interval2 of its minimum. The thickness of the lower crust of the melt pool and again the tolerance interval of its
minimum over the time are depicted in Figure 5. It can be seen that the lower limit of the residual wall thickness
is well above 2 cm. The crust thicknesses, however, are generally small. In several cases a stable crust could not
form in the higher heat flux regions. The corium composition and the contact resistance between crust and vessel
were the main contributors to the uncertainties. The latter points to a modelling weakness. The possible range of
corium mixtures needs further investigation.

In view of the gap cooling mechanism the large variations of the lower and upper crust thicknesses indicate
that the matter of crust stability is of prime importance for the gap formation. It can be argued that the
verification of the gap cooling as an inherent mechanism in terms of a probabilistic uncertainty criterion appears
questionable as long as a serious core relocation and the formation of a large molten pool in the lower plenum
cannot be excluded.
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Fig. 4: AP600 scenario: Uncertainties of the code results - Example: Ficticious residual wall thickness (T <
900K)

1 Part of the wall where the temperature is below 900K and where creep mechanisms are negligable
2 i.e. at least 95% of the code predictions are between the two curves on a confidence level of 95%
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Fig. 5: AP600 scenario: Uncertainties of the code results - Example: Minimal thickness of the lower crust of the
melt pool

5. Conclusions
Recently, considerable advances have been made in the state of knowledge on the heat transfer from a debris

bed in the lower plenum. The effectiveness of a gap cooling mechanism could be proved experimentally and
analytically, indicating that internal cooling mechanisms provide considerable safety margins for the integrity of
the reactor pressure vessel after a relocation of core material to the lower plenum, provided that water is
continuously available in the reactor vessel.

However, several major uncertainties still exist. These are on the one hand associated with the core melt
progression and the degree of melt quenching, on the other hand with the consequential initial configurations in
the lower head. Small-scale experiments point at a limited fragmentation of the melt, the formation of a gap
between the crust of the molten corium and the vessel wall, and the penetration of water into the gap. The
analysis of a large-scale relocation shows, however, that the stability of the crust, being one prerequisite for the
gap cooling mechanism, cannot be proved in terms of a stringent probabilistic uncertainty criterion. Thus, the gap
formation turns out to be scenario-dependent and the verification of the gap cooling as an inherent mechanism
appears questionable as long as a serious core relocation and the formation of a large molten pool in the lower
plenum cannot be excluded.

For that reason, the possibility of an internal core catcher is currently under discussion which would provide a
defined gap geometry and remedy the main uncertainties of a molten pool configuration, so that a scenario-
independant in-vessel retention concept might be possible. This approach entails, of course, new questions and
requirements regarding, for instance, a highly reliable water inventory management in case of a severe accident
or the impact of new devices on normal operation and periodic inspections.

But in summary, it can be argued that internal cooling strategies are able to provide a complementary
approach to severe accident management in the future, which could open favourable features regarding the
economy as well as scientific-technical aspects like the safety demonstration and the scope of R&D needed to
meet licensing requirements.
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